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INTRODUCTION 

~e of the. factors which affects the stability and the 
transient pro~ess character. of superconducting magnets. (SM) 
during the energy removal:are energy losses generating-in the 
SM winding at a rapid decrease of the magnetic field. Due to 
a small time constant of such a process. the losses in a high 
current density SM (dense windings with no cooling chaimels) 
are generated unde'r conditions very close to. adiabatic· ones. 
Owing to such conditions the\SM, as is shoivn, for example, 
in I I I • can. quench •. Due to losses the normal zone .. v~lo~it;y 
in such,a winding can.be considerably higher th~n that owing 
to therm~l diffusivity 121_ . · ·· " 

In this regard it becomes interesting to investigate the 
losses'of composite multifilamentary superconductors '(CMS) at 
a pulse of the transverse magnetic field under adiabatic ;con
ditions • .,First results pf such studies were published in . 
paper1~l; , the experimental method was described. In th~s paper 
the resufts of recent experimental investigations are presen
ted; the method of.calculation is described ~n deta~]. pasic de
pendences.of the ,losses on various CMS'pararneters are ·,shown 
and 'the e'xp.lanation. of these de-pendences is given. · 
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EXPERIMENTAL·RESULTS 

To measure the'energy losses of. short samples under adia- l 

batic conditions, the method .based on the maximum'temp~rature 
measurement of the. sample at _;; pulse of the t;r:ansv~rse mag
netic fieldwas d~veloped. The ,amout of energy, which is ne
cessary to heat up the, sample to this maximum temperature', 
was determined by a' 'pulse heater. The. magnetic field pulses .. · 
with an exponential character: of decreasing.B(t)=Bt.re.:..t/r (~o 

. imitate the conditions.of the CMS in the winding during the 
. energy rem'oval .from the SM) were generated by switching the 

SM from the current 'sou~ce to the dump resistor of vari~us . 
values. This experimental method ·'was described·· in more det-ail 
in paper'ftJ/ · .. ·.. ' . . · . , 
· . Sa:nr.les' of··:the .~MS with filaments made .,~fa NT-50 alloy~41 ' 
(Nb-SQ weight, % 'Ti) in the .copper matrix haye • the' shape of 
round wires from 0, 7 to I. 5 mm in diameter and/or of a conduc-
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Fig.l. Losses of tne conductor 
1.5 mm in diameter against the 
initial value of the magnetic 
field change rate. A-BM =3 T, 
B-BM =I T, C-BM =0.5 T. 

0 I 2 - 3 ' 5 t~r with a rectangular cross 
B./7 • r.s' section of 2.0x3.5 Ill~If!. First, 

the dependence of the current' 
density on the magnetic field induction at 4.2 K, critical 
temperatu~e and specific heat (C) at B =0 were me~sured for 
each sample. For example, fo·r the conductor 1.5 mm in diame:
ter the c temperature dependence at a .zero magnetic field c'an 
b-e fitted according to the temperature interval as follows: -. ; . 

4.2K~T ~.9.0 K 
. 9.oK< T < 9.4 .K 
. 9.4K~ T .<20 K 

C(T) =0.0045 T8 · · _ 

·c(T) =-2~075. T+ 21.955 hJ;k'gK) 
C(T) =0.04 T+ 0.0025 T3~ 

(I) 

Using the results of measurements presented in. paper151, 
the specific heat dependence on the magnetic·field induction 
can. be approximated as:: 

,· ' . . 
C(T,B)=C(T)(1+0.05 B) [ J /kgK; T]. (2) 

The dependences ~f the energy losses both on the initial 
value'of the-magnetic field BM and on the''initial:magnetic' 
~ield decay rate BMf'r were''measured. The value BM.varied from 
0~5 up to 5 T; BM/r · from 0.5 tip' to .'5 T/sec. -. . . _ 

As an example, figure I presen,ts th~ losses per unit 
volume .w of the CMS 1.5 mm in diameter (critical temperature 
Tc =9.4 K, number of filaments N ..;61, filament 'diameter · d = 
=140 ILm, filling factor A =0.47 and twist length fp =25 mm) 
against BM/r at constant values of BM.An analogous dependence 
for the CMS with a rectangular cross section of 2.0 x 3.5 tinn2 
(Tc=9.36 K, N=361, d=801Lin,A=0.:26 and' fp..;30 mm).for per
pendicular a,nd parallel orientation of the magnetic field with 
r.espect to a wide (3.5 mm) ·side of the conductor is _presented 
in fig.' 2. The saturati'on' of the W(BM/r) dependence is doe 
to. achieving the: critical field change rate All, which is ap
proximately .I T/sec. An increase on the W(BM/r) curV-e for 
the ·reetangular _cross section conductor, see fig. 2a, · (the_ 
field is perpendicular to its wide- side) starting, from-a :value 
of > 1 T/sec is caused _by 'the turn nornial of' _the' slun.ple due -
to eddy current losses generated in the coppe~. . . ' - -

' Figures 3 and 4 show the losses dependences on the magnetic 
field amplitude BM at a constant valU;e of BM/r for the conduc
tor-1.5'mm in diameter arid for· the 2.0 x·3.5 mm2 conductor, 
respectively; The losses.for all'' the ,samples 'becom~ nearly in-
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Fig.2. Losses of·the 2.0 x 3.5 mm2 rectangular'cross 
section conductor against the initial.value of -the 
magnetic field change rate. a) field perpendicular 
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to the wide (3. 5 mm) side of the conductor. o-BM =5 T, · r 
A-BM =3 T, •- BM =I T. b) field parallel to the wide 
(3.5 mm) side of the conductor. A-BM ='3 T, B-BM=r·r, . 
C-BM=0.5 T. · 
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Fig.3. Losses of the conduc
tor 1.5 mm in diameter aga
inst the initial value of· 
the magnetic field. BMfr = 
=3 T I sec. A - experimental' 
values, - B- theoretical. re
sult; C- theoretical re
sult under isothermic condi
tions: (T.=4 .2· K). 
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Fig.4. Losses of the 2.0 x 3.5 mm 2 rectangular cross 
section conductor against the initial value of the mag
netic-field. 
a) field perpendicular to the wide (3.5 mm) side 

of the conductor.· BM IT =I T/ sec. A - experi
mental values, B - theoretical result, C -
theoretical· result under isothermic conditions 

,_(T=4. 2 K)'. · '<' ' 
b) ·field parallel· to the wide (3.5 mm) side of the 

conductor. Al',A2- experimental· values 13M I r 
=5.T/sec and 'I T/sec, respectively; B- theoretical 

:· r'esult, C- theoretical result under isothermic 
conditions .(T =4;.2 K). 



dependent of the field amplitude BM starting ~rom· a certain 
·value of BM. An important fact is that the temperature of the 
sample registered at the end of a magnetic field pulse does 
not reach its critical value, Le., the saturationof the 
W(BM) dependence, is not caused by the turn normal. of the . 
sample. 

The characters of W(BM/r) (at BM= const) and W(B w (BM/r 
=const) for samples having another diameter are analogous to 
those prese~ted in figs. 1 and.2.L respectivily. 

LOSSES CALCULATION 

When the magnetic field change rate B is greater than. the 
critical one b~ 161, the CMS can be considered as a 0.,.-diameter 
monofilamentary superconductor with the critical current den
sity J0 ..\, where .,\ is its filling factor 

. * 3/2 2 
B 0 =2p6 J0 (B,T)D.\ fp. (3) 

where Pe is the effective transverse resistivity of the CMS, 
Jc(B,T) is the critical current density in the filaments. In 
this case the losses per unit.volume of the CMS under ~diaba
tic conditions do not depend on the magneti~ fi~ld change 
rate and their increase, according to dB, is determine.d by: 

dW=-2...d.,\.J (B,T)dB. '•·• (4) 
3rr c 

' .,v_, •. ·, 

In the d.c. SM, as usual, CMS are used in which during the 
energy removal and/or quench processes the condition B > il* 
is valid, i.e., the energy increase is .described by the ex~ 
pres~ion (4). · · · 

Under adiabatic conditions at magnetic field change dB 
a temperature increase of the CMS (dT) results froin the heat 
balance between the energy generated and. the CMS enthalpy 111:' 

dT 2 1 
dB =-

3
-D.\· J 0 (B,T)--=,...,..,· 
IT y •C(T,B) (5) 

where Y is the specific mass of the CMS and c(T,ll) · is its 
specific heat. The critical current density as a function of 
the temperature is expressed by the formula given in ref.l7 1; 

The losses calculation proced~r·e is as follows. At an 
'initial moment (t =0) the sample having a temperature of 
T=4.2 K is situated in the magnetic field induction BM as 
the field decreases by dB, the sample temperature increases by 
dr determined. by the ~ifferential equation (5). The c('f,B) and 
Jc(B,T) values. are used to solve this equation in the computer. 
program; The energy increase dW is calculated according to . · 
·(4) •. The full losses are given by the sum of energy increases 
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in the field interval from BM to zero and over the temperature 
range from·4~2 K to T~ax• respectively. The results of the cal
culations-are presented in figs. 3_and 4 ·(curves B). In the' 
same figures the results of the losses calculations under isol 
thermic conditions are presented~ i.e., when the ·critical cur
rent density determined by the magnetic field only (T=const) 
(curves C ) ; The hysteresis lo'sses (at BM/r ... 0) in the OIS 
are calculated in•a similar manner. For these calculations· 
in eq, (4) the filament diameter d is used instead of the 
effective conductor· diameter D..\. The result is presented in 
fig. 1 as points BM/r ... o. The experimental results are extra-
polated to these pciirits. . . . . .. . · 

The losses of the· rectangular cross section conductor are . 
calculated-in the same manner'as for the round conductors. To 
do· this, the effective· diameter of such a conductor, is· equal 
to the filamentary zone dimension perpendicular to the magne
tic field. The effective filling factor is determined from 
constancy of the amount of the superconducto'r in the rectan..:.. 
gular ·cross section conductor and of the round conductor . 
with" the effective diameter. The losse's calculated. are then. 
related to the unit volume of the real CMS,' . ' 

The reason of some difference in the character between-the 
experimental'' arid theoretical curves W(BM) .(see .fi.gs.'·3 and'. 
4)-in the region of smallBM values is the.fact that eq. (4) 
is valid in the case of full magnetic field penetration into 
the. CMS only. For • BM<: 1• T ·this conditi.on is. riot~·fulfilled. 

DISCUSSION 
ThET reaso~ of t}le saturation of th~ W(BM) dependence is the 

presence of back coupling between the energy generated and · 
the' 'increase of the 'superconductor temperature. The dynamics of 
the losses generation process and ·the· temperature ·:Lncrease of. 
th~ sample 1.2 mm in. diameter (T0 =9._4 K, N:=61, d=llO ILID, 

..\ =0.5 and fp =25. mm) for the field amplitudesBM=5 T and 1 T 
obtained from the calculation is pre~ented in fig. 5. For 
BT =5 T (solid curves) the power of th.e losses generated at 
the beginning of the process is iower than that for BM =2 T 
because'of lower critical current density, As the temperature 
increases, J 0 (B, T) decreases. arid the power of the losses dec:;
reases ·as well. The conductor is heated up more intensive at, 
the beginning of the. process for B M =2 T, • and' the power of 
the losses decreases faster than for BM=5 T. Starting from 
a certain moment, the power of the losses generated for 
BM =2 .f becomes lower than the one. for BM =5 T, As i.s ·seen 
from fig's:' 5,. the resulting energy is nearly the same for the 
two field amplitudes 13M=5 T and 2 T, respec-tively • 
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It_ is important to point out that 
th~ temperature of~ the sample 
does not reach its c:t;itical :va-

8!>:: lue but just -approaches it to 
..: some value. As the temperature 

approaches T c. Jc(B,T) 'decreases' 
.to zero and the power of the 
losses dW/dt also ·decreases to 

6 

10 op 0,6 • 0.-' o,2 o zero. • . . 
8/B,. To spec1fy the 1nfluence of· 

· ... · -t. the CMS parameters on the value 
Fig.5.Losses genera 1?n pro- of the losses· further caicula
cess and temperature 1nc:eas~ tions were do~e. Fo'r these. 'cal-

f th nd ctor I 2 nun 1n d1- -· · o e co u • . culations the parameters of .the 
ameter. ·~ol.id lines - BM =5T, conductor 1,2 nim in diameter 
dotted hnes - BM =2 T. were used as relative ones. 

The W(Tc) and W(,\) dependences are presented in figs •. 6 
and-lL respectively. These two factors(T~,A) affect cons~derab
ly the losses value. The change of the specific heat and 
specific mass with' changing A of the .,CMS was taken into account. 
The depe-ndence of the losses on K is illustrated in. fi9. 8, 
where K=J0 (B)/J

00
(B) _ and J

00
(B). is the measured crit1cal 

cu'r're~t density of- the _conductor' 1.2 nun in .dl.ameter at 4.2 K. 
The 'losses are most intensivefy affected by K at· small values 
of 'the K region. Further the dependence of the. losses on the 
conauctor diameter D was calculated. Figure 9 presents 'the .. 
result" together with the three experimental points. Some dif
ference in character of the arrangement of the experimental 
points from the theoretical one is due to differences in some 
conductor parameters (T0 ,A, Jc(B',T)); for example, T 0 = 
=9.6-'K for the conductor 0, 7 nun in diameter. The saturation 
of the losses dependence W(D) can be explained by the presehce 
of back coupling between the increase of the losses and the 
sample temperature •. The dynamics of the losses power for con.:_ 
ductors 5, 1.2 and o;3 in diameter is illustrated in fig. 10 
( BM=5 T, BM/r =3 T/sec). According to eq. (4) the_ losses po~er 
of the conductors of large diameter D is high at the very 
beginning of the process. Subsequently, as the conductor. is 
heated up, the losses power falls down very intensively with 
dropping J0 (B,T). At a certain moment the power of conductor_ 
with 'a large diameter becomes lower than that of the conduc
tor with a smaller diameter~ As the diameter of the CMS increa
ses the temperature back coupling influence on the losses · 
becomes more intensive. In accordance with this, the result
ing losses, starting from some conductor diameter~ are nearly 
independent of it. ·· · 
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Fig .7 ~ · Loss~s against 
the filling :fact?r of L 
the CMS. Theoret1cal . , 
values ,1-B M =5 T; 2-BM= 
=I T, 

(5 
K 

Fig.6.Losses against. the cri; 
tical temperature Theoretical 
valU£!S•, t...:BM,.;,~ T 2_-BM)'.I -T. 
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Fig~8~ Losses against the ra~io 
J c (B)/J ~0(B); ·where J co (B) ' is · 
the critical current density 
measured at T =4.2 K. Theoreti-= 
cal values. 1-B M =5. T, 2-BJ.F I T. 
' ' . ' ; ~.. : ' .• ' . l 

fO Cj95 . l!9 (},85 : ' {!8 ··: ' OJ5 
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Fig.9. Losses against the con- Fig~IO. The pow~r. of the los
ductpr diameter. Theoretical_ ses generation process. 1-D 
value. BM=5 T. 11- experimen- =5 mm,2-D =1.2 tllll!J 3.;..D=o.3 mm. 
tal values, 

- CONCLUSION 

. I. Th~ energy ·losses of th~ CMS 0~7, I. 2 and 1.5 mm in -dia
meter as we11 as of the 2.0x3.5 mm2 rec~angular cross section 
conductor were measured tinder adiabatic conditions against the 
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. . 
amplitude ~nd ::o'rientation ''of, :the transverse magnetic field 
~~ 5 T and the·. initi~l magnetic field change rate BM/r~5T/sec. 

2. The calculation of the losses has been done. A satis
factory agreement between experimental and theoretical results 
has been obtained. 

3. A considerable difference has been found in value and 
in character of the losses dependence!> under adiabatic condi
tions as compared to those under isothermic conditions. · 

4. Starting from a certain value of the magnetic field 
amplitude BM the losses under adiabatic conditions become 
nearly independent ofBM.The explanation of such a behaviour 
is done. ' 

.5. The influence of various factors and CMS properties 
on the losses under adiabatic conditions.has been investiga
ted. The parameters~" which mostly affect the values'' of the. 
losses are the critical current density; critical temperature, 
specific heat and filling factor. 
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Ka6aT A., nynnoB B.r., illHmoB ID.~. BnHHHHe aAHa6aTH- ES-81-344 
qeCKHX ycnOBHH Ha 3Hepre~~eCKHe nOTepH B KOMn03HTHb~ 
CBepxnpOBOAHHKaX 

IlpoBeAeHbl 3KcnepHMeHTan:&Hbie H pacqeTHbie HccneAoBaHHH noTep:o 
B KOMn03HTHhlX CBepxnpOBOAHHKaX nOA B03AeHCTBHeM HMnYJlbCa none
peqHoro MarHHTHOrO norrH B aAHa6aT~eCKHX ycnOBHHX, 06HapyxeHa 
3HaqHTeJlbHaH pa3HH~a KaK no BeJl~HHe, TaK H no xapaKTepy 3aBH7 
CHMOCTeH noTepb B aAHa6aTHqeCKHX ycnOBHHX no cpaBHeHHIO C noTepH-< 
MH B H30TepM~eCKHX YCJlOBHRX, HccneAOBaHO BJlHRHHe pa3JlHqHbJX 
4JaKTOPOB H napaMeTpOB KOMn03HTHOrO CBepxnpOBOAHHKa Ha BeJlHqHHY 
3THX noTep:o, 

Pa6oTa BbinOJlHeHa B na6opaTOpHH Bb!COKHX 3HeprHH mum. 
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Kabat D., Luppov V.G., Shishov Yu.A. Influence of ES-81-344 
Adiabatic Conditions on the Losses in Composite Superconductors 

Experimental and theoretical studies have been done of the 
losses in composite multifilamentary superconductors at a pulse 
of the_transverse magnetic field under adiabatic conditions. 
A considerable difference in value and in character of the los
ses dependences under adiabatic conditions, as compared to thos 

1• 1under isothermic conditions, was found. The influence of variou 
factors and conductor parameters on the losses was investigated. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of 
High Energies, JINR. 
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